
Developed engaging web apps and Dapps using
JavaScript, TypeScript, React.js, Next.js, and Chakra-UI.
Optimized the user journey in creating wikis, resulting in a
23% rise in user attraction.
Streamlined IQ payout system, improving resource
allocation by 20%.
Spearheaded the creation of the Brainpass NFT project
using Solidity, Foundry, and Next.js.
Utilized Recharts, integrated Debank API, and harnessed
Ethers.js, enhancing IQ Dashboard capabilities and
ensuring 25% data accuracy increase.
Worked closely with editors to dentify their needs and
demands. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Frontend Developer

2022 – 2023

SKILLS

Git , HTML/CSS,
JavaScript, Typescript ,
Node JS, React.JS ,  
Next.JS, Vue Js,
Bootstrap, Tailwind
CSS , Chakra UI ,
Material-UI, Solidity ,
StoryBook , MongoDB ,
C#, ASP.NET, GraphQL.

CONTACT DETAILS

ADEBAYO OLAMILEKAN
Frontend Developer

BrainDAO

Experienced in both Web3
and Web2 development. A
skilled front-end developer
with 5+ years mastering web
technologies, skilled at
swiftly embracing new tools
and challenges.

PROFILE

Lead Frontend Developer 

2022 – 2023

Utilizing web technologies such as Tailwind CSS,
GraphQL, Next JS to build web apps to aid hiring
processes.
I enhanced and revitalized the user interface (UI) of
the Eden app hiring process using StoryBook,
resulting in a remarkable 27% increase in successful
pairings between job seekers and recruiters. 
Engaged jointly with ML experts, combining frontend
skills, Flask and React JS to develop a candidate
analysis and matching system. Led to a 35% increase
in interactions.

Eden Network

https://github.com/OleanjiKing
Code/

holamilean56@gmail.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/A
debayo-olamilekan-oleanji

+234-9016-767-2425

LANGUAGES

ENGLISH 
Full Professional Profiency

https://adebayo-s-portfolio.vercel.app/


BSc Computer Science

Education

Fountain University
2019- 2023

Delivering complex projects with Next.js, Tailwind CSS,
React.js, and TypeScript, meeting client requirements
within budget and timely delivery.
Spearheaded the development of web3 projects
including tokens,  NFTs and Decentralized exchanges.
Earned positive client feedback for UI enhancements,
yielding over 90% user satisfaction and brand loyalty.
Enhanced website performance, achieving a loading
time decrease of 40% and enhancing user experience.
Actively collaborated with startups, translating ideas into
tangible software products that align with market
demands and trends. 

Frontend Developer

 2022 – Present
Guava Team

WORK EXPERIENCE

PROJECTS

Designed and implemented the user content
creation and reading using Alchemy, Third Web,
MongoDB and Next JS.
Produced engaging quizzes using the Chat GPT api
and Axios to make requests and get results for users
take part in to increase earnings.
Led robust staking system with TypeScript and
Ethers, raising lock-ins by 40% and value by 25%,
driving growth and user retention.

Repo:
https://github.com/OleanjiKingCode/axai_ecosystem

Axia Ecosystem (2023)

Worked using Tailwind CSS ,Next JS,  Hardhat
GraphQL to build an NFT marketplace.
Collaborated with Rainbow [WAGMI Client] for
secure wallet connection.
Integrated Arweave & Bundlr for efficient meme
data management on the blockchain.
Pioneered and constructed the star system for
meme favorites.

Repo:
https://github.com/OleanjiKingCode/MemeForest-
Demo-App

Meme Forest (2022)


